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Alexei De Bronhe (Minsk, Belarus) 

The eight Belarusian artists under discussion here are bound by a strange designation, 

the Grave Board Clan. Rather than any Gothic connotations, what's meant is a 

combination of slow tempo (as in the Italian term "grave"), various DIY motherboards, 

and the ironic self-designation of some streetwise "clan." We can then unpack the same 

three terms further still, for these Slavic champions of unhurried electronica next 

imagine their slowness in terms of dead weight. Certain experiences in the material 

world create lethargic, if not leaden sounds. 

 

Here's a more detailed explanation: "For us the Italian term 'grave' means something 

very slow, ceremonial, and physically heavy. That same heaviness comes from the fact 



we need all kinds of groove-boxes, synths, and a ton of other tools simply in order to 

perform. We therefore have to drag all of that around - as opposed to a DJ's [relatively 

weightless] collection of CDs, digital materials, or a pair of headphones... People who 

don't know us very well probably misinterpret our collective name - for example as 

'Headstone Clan.' That really cracks us up!"  

 

Overall, thirteen Belarusian artists played live... but it still didn't 
seem like enough 
 
These opening and good-natured remarks come from local performer Alexei De Bronhe, 

who now oversees a major Grave Board Clan project early in 2105 - a "Sample Pack" 

showcasing Belarusian electronic music. As the cover art informs us, the free pack 

contains "original sounds, analog synths, one-shots, loops, FX, vox, and drum kits." A 

multitude of sounds, offered to the public gratis, has become a simultaneous ten-year 

anniversary celebration of the GBC.  

 

 
 

De Bronhe continues: "Since our club and festival events have always been special, we 

also wanted to do something significant and surprising for the anniversary. Most people 



would've just arranged a birthday party, but we wanted to make a 

discernible contribution to the Belarusian scene. As a result, we arranged various 

master classes, lectures, round tables, and competitions in both scratching and hand 

beats. Overall, thirteen local artists played live... but it still didn't seem like enough. 

Everything struck us as too 'local' in scope. We then began looking for something more 

useful - and universal."  

 

 
 

"We wanted to show off our electronic scene to the whole world. The goal - ultimately - 

was both to display its originality and kickstart a greater degree of international 

collaboration. Suddenly we had the idea of making a sample pack. The main intention 

[behind our assortment of individual files] was to show a sense of community within 

the GBC. Ultimately, the pack would acquire the status of a collective 'media memorial.' 

It was both unique and of general benefit, too. Electronic musicians can always use a 

tool like this." 

 



Showing a sense of community within the GBC 
 

"This is the first sample pack in Belarus designed consciously and collaboratively by the 

performers involved. The musicians used their own - often rare -  analog synths, whilst 

generating some exclusive effects for us, too. They experimented with acoustic drums, 

while reworking any resulting files with their own secret techniques." The 

aforementioned list of pack contents then reappears... and grows: "Our collection 

includes loops, pads, one-shots, arpeggios, sampled voices, scratches, and a wide 

assortment of other interesting noises. Soon everything will be available on iTunes with 

a program designed for tablets. It was put together by the Belarusian artist Andrey 

Savitsky."   

 

"It wasn't hard getting people on board; we had a good number of candidates from the 

outset. It goes without saying that we didn't use all of our domestic electronic artists! If 

we counted everybody nationwide, the actual number would of course be significantly 

higher - so it was impossible to include them all. We nonetheless know everyone

  personally [whether or not they're represented here], since we arrange plenty of 

live functions around the country. That means we were already aware of everybody's 

capabilities." 
 

"Some people agreed to take part, but ultimately were not included. The reasons for that 

change of fortune were - typically - an artist's laziness, tardiness, or his/her 

disappointment with local life. Those are only some of the problems we encountered, 

but I must admit that a certain feeble or passive attitude towards life has long been part 

of the Belarusian mentality... Consequently the pack represents the country's 

most activerepresentatives - the people who really want to contribute to the local 

scene."  
 


